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The rate of anneal of stress-induced ordering of isolated substitutional nitrogen im-
purities in diamond, measured in the temperatur€ range '18 K<T <200 K, shows large
deviations from Arrhenius-type behavior. It is concluded that in the temperature range
considered, reorientation of the centers occurs by tunneling between thermally populated
excited vibrational states. T\vo parametera serve to describe reorientations by thermal
activation, by tunneling, and by the combined process.

PACS numbers: ?6.30.Da, 61.70.8y, ?1.55.Fr

In type-Ió diamond the dominant impurity nitro-
gen is present as singly isolated atoms occupying
substitutional lattice sites. The nitrogen atoms
do not occupy the regular sites in the lattice, but
are disptaced along a ( t t 1) Oirection away from
one of their four nearest-neighbor carbon atoms.
For a given site of the nitrogen atom four differ-
ent directions of relatration are available. The
distortion of the center from cubic to trigonal
symmetry has been considered over many years
to be a consequence of the Jahn-Teller instabil-
ityt'2 a^sgociated \ryith a triply degenerate band-
gap level. More reeently it was pointed out that
the unpaired electron occupies an Ár singlet band-
gap level. The observed distortion cannot be
described by a simple Jahn-Teller effect, but is
the result of strong chemical rebonding.s Ho\ry-
ever, these different interpretations do not in-
fluence our analysis. Because of the distortion
the nitrogen has a deep donor level, at about 2.2
eV below the conduction bandrr and is not thermal-
ly ionized. In the neutral charge state the center
is paramagnetic and has been observed in EPR5-?
and electron-nuclear double resonance (nUnOR).t
By these measurements the atomic constitution
and symmetry of the center was unambiguously
determined. In the EPR spectra the four orienta-
tions of the center in the host crystal are individ-
ually observable as they have different hyperfine
interactions $rith the central nitrogen nucleus
(tnN: nuclear spin I=!, nafural abundance 99.6370).
If no strains or impurity interactions along pre -
ferred directions are present the four defect
orientations are equivalent in energy. In equilib-
rium they urill therefore occur with equal prob -
ability. The energetic equivalence of the defect
orientations can be lifted by applying external

uniurial stress to the diamond crystal. A strese -
induced ordering of the impurities, or alignment,
u/ill be established. This phenomenon can be
quantitativety monitored with use of EPR.9

In the experiment reported in thig paper, align-
ment of nitrogen centers in diamond \rra^s indueed
by applying uniaxial compressive stress with
values up to 2 GPa. This results in an increase
up to 50% of the concentrations of energetically
favorable orientations with a related shorffall of
the higher -energy orientations. On removing
the stress the isothermal anneal of nonequilib-
rium population uras measured. In nearly all
cases a simple exponential decàV, corresponding
to first-order kinetics, \ryas observed. The time
constants governing the rate of anneal were deter -
mined at various temperatures ? in the range 78
<T <200 Ií In the experiments four type-Ió sarr-
ples urere used. Three of these, Nl to N3, were
natural diamonds, whereas sample Sl was a
synthetic diamond. The nitrogen concentrations
in the sample were determined by the absorption
at 8.85 1ffi,10 and found to be about 6x1024 m-3
for the natural diamonds and 4xl02s m-s for sà.rr-
ple S1. In the samples Nl, N2, and Sl the im-
purity alignment u'as induced by a stress Fll (010;
in the e:<periments with sample N3 the stress
was applied parallel to (ttt). As expectêd, a
stress F ll ( f OO), applied to sample 51 in an a.ddi-
tional experiment, did not produce any measurà.-
ble alignment. Results f or the reorientatior re -
laxation time constant r as a function of tempera-
ture are given in Fig. 1. The curvature in the
plot demonstrates that an Amhenius law is not
obeyed. The deviation from thermally activated
behavior becomes even more apparent when the
present results are combined with those of pre-
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FIG. 1. The reorientation time constant r for anneal
of stress-induced ordering of substitutional nitrogen in
diamond as a function of anneal temperature, ês ob-
tained from the static experiments in the low-tempera-
ture region.

viously reported high-temperature reorientation
sfudies.rr,12 At high temperatures the rapid r€-
orientation of centers uras observed dynamically
by its effect on EPR line widths and averaging of
line positions. The high-temperature reorienta-
tion frequencies v were fitted by an Arrhenius
relationship

u = voexpl- y(0) /n rl, ( 1)

with vo=4 x 101' s-t, y(0) = 0.76 €Vrtt or uo= 1013
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FIG. 2. Experimental reorientation frequencies
(dashed lines), measured in the dynamic and static
regimes, compared $rith calculated frequencies (solid
lines) for barriers of sinusoidal (s) and parabolic t54pe

s (pal and ó (pbl .

s -t, y(0) = 0, 1 eY,L2 Reorientation frequencles
reported for these dynamical experlments at high
temperature are shown in Fig. 2, Also included
are the present results obtained at low temperê-
ture where the reorientation process uras ob -
served under static conditions,

In the temperature range indicated by "static"
in Fig. 2 the reorientation frequencies observed
are very much higher than expected on the basis
of an extrapolation of the high-temperature dy-
namic data. In order to explain these more
rapid reorientations we consider the mechanism
of tunneling. In a simple model we describe the
motion of the nitrogen atom in a static potential
created by the surrounding diamond crystal. In
the treatment we include tunneling between ex-
cited vibrational states in the potential wells.rs
On the basis of the one-dimensional quasiclassi-
cal (Wfg) approximation the tunneling frequeney
v t, n is given bytn

u trn

with uo the mode frequeÍrcy, y(0) the maximal
barrier height at position fr =0, and m the rê-
duced mass of vibration. The enerry Wn of the
nth excited vibrational state is equal to W n= (n

+à\hvo, on the assumption that the potentiat well
is parabolic near its bottom. The thermal oc-
cupaney Ín of level z is related to the occupancy
Ío of the ground state by

.f n=foexpl( wo - w 
^) 

/nr)
=Íoexp( -nhuo/hT') , (3)

and is normalized bV Ei=o Í,=1. The total r€-
orientation frequency y is obtained by a sumtrà.-
tion of the effective reorientation rates via ground
and excited states. By solving rate equations for
the transitions between the four potential minima
one obtains

4Ínv t,, .

The vatidity of this expression is restricted to
low ternperatures, when only the lower vibration-
al levels are occupied and the effects of anh?r -
monicity can be neglected. At high temperatures
the reorientations by thermally activated jumps
over the potential barriers are governed by Eq,
( 1).

For actual calculations using this reorientation
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model three dlfferent shapes of potential barrler
urere considered. Two of these are parabolic,
labeted Pa and fb, respectively; the third, la-
beled s, is sinusoidal. The parabolic barriers
are characterized in Fig. 3; the sinusoidal bar -
rier, not illustrated, is defined by V(,c) = y(0)

xcosz(ox /L\. The mode frequency vo, ma:rimal
barrier height y(0), and barrier width L are r€-
lated by

Ízmuo'L' = 4I/(0)

for barrier type Pa, by

nzmu o'L'= 2Ir(0)

for barrier type Pb, and bY

2mvo2L2 = Y(0)

for barrier type s. If we assume values for vo

and y(0) straighfforward calculations of the fê-
orientation frequencies can be made. For the
parabolic barriers these calculations are entire-
ty analytic; in the case of the sinusoidal barrier
the integral in Eq. (2) has to be evaluated numêr-
ically. Results of such calculations are present-
ed in Fig. 2 for comparison with the experilnêo-
tal data. The caleulated curves as shown \ryere

obtained with a barrier height y(0) = 0. ?6 eV and
mode frequency

pendence at the lowest temperafures, As ê rê-
sult of the smaller interlevel distance the tem-
perature dependence in this region is too pro-
nounced for potential pb. A best general agree-
ment with the experimental data is given for a
potential of type pa $ s, with possibly a slight
distortion of the bottom of the well towar ds pb.
In the calculations phonon-assisted tunneling uras
not taken into account. We conclude that the r€ -
orientation rate in the temperature range 78 <T
< 200 K can be explained in a natural way by tun-
neling between ground states and higher vibration-
al states which are populated by thermal activa-
tion. The same hpo parameters uo and y(0) which
describe the high-temperature reorientations
are also applicable in the hrnneling regime.

The oscillation frequencies (6a) and (6c) corre-
spond to a wavelength À Ê,20 pm. This may be
compared with the measured vibrational absorp-
tions associated with nitrogen in diamotrd, which
fall in the 7-10-pm band.15 The discrepancy is
possibly related to the use of a simptified model
in which the lattice surrounding the nitrogen
atom does not distort. In this model the bamier
width L can be estimated by use of the relations
(5a) and (5c). We obtain, with the parameters in
(6a) and (6c) and taking for m the nitrogen mass,
| = 0.109 Ílm. On reorienting from one ( t t t ) dig -
torted site to another the nitrogen atom may
move on the cireumference of a circle, which
has its center on the regular Iattice position,
over the tetrahedral angle. From the length Z
of the arc the magnitude of the distortion Ad is
estimated to be Ad=0.054 nm. In relation to the
nearest-neighbor distance of diamond, d =0.154
trffi, this amounts to 35% distortion. This is an
unusually large effect. Previous values reported
f or the distortion are about l0% from hyperf ine
a:(es ru" 26% from extended Hticket theory,tu 5%
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vo= ?.6 x 1012 g-1

for bamier type Pb, and

vo= 1.58 x1013 s-1

for barrier type s. A satisfactory match is ob-
tained for the potentiaLs pa and s, though these
potentials predict too small a temperature de-
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from extended Hiicket theory,17 (5 to 10)% from
complete neglect of dtfferentlat overlap,ls and up
to 0.05 nm by Stoneham.z

Reeently substitutional nitrogen in silicon uras
observed in EPR after implantation and laser
annealing.re The center, similar to nitrogen in
diamotrd, is trigonally distorted. The reorienta-
tion frequency in the silicon case is reported to
obey an Arrhenius relationship. The activation
energT for reorientation, meaÉrured to be 0,084
êV, is considerably lower than the corresponding
value in diamond. For funneling between ground
states of potential wells the approximate order of
the funneling rate is given by v d,(4vo/n) enp(-4S),
with S= (01/nvo=1,2*y(0)J{rt/n, using Eqs. (Z'),

(5a), and (5c). The bamier height y(0), which is
larger for diamond, only enters through the
square root, The barrier width L, which tends
to be smaller for diamond because of its smaller
Iattice parameter, enters linearly. Apparently
the latter factor dominates the final regult.

In summ&ry, we found for the reorientation rate
of the dietorted nitrogen center in diamond a
strong deviation from Arrhenius -type behavior.
At high temperatures reorientation is a thermatly
activated process, whereas at low temperatures
the tunneling mechanism is rate determining. A
mixed process of thermal activation and funneling
between excited states is active for intermediate
temperatureg. In a simple model, with a static
potential well, the displacement of the nitrogen
atom is estimated.
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